Start Your Training Here

From Indiana
Cross bridge, get on 64E towards Lexington
Exit 15, Hurstbourne Pkwy
Go to 2nd stop light, take right by PNC onto Linn Station Road
Stay in right lane, Linn Station takes a slight right, do not go straight
1 mile on the right at 10180 Linn Station

264-Watterson
Take 264-Watterson to 64E towards Lexington
Exit 15, Hurstbourne Pkwy
Then splits, take Exit 15C
Go to 2nd stop light, take right by PNC onto Linn Station Road
Stay in right lane, Linn Station takes a slight right, do not go straight
1 mile on the right at 10180 Linn Station

265-Gene Snyder
Take Gene Snyder to 64W towards Louisville
Exit 15, Hurstbourne Pkwy
Go to next stop light, take right by PNC onto Linn Station Road
Stay in right lane, Linn Station takes a slight right, do not go straight
1 mile on the right at 10180 Linn Station